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QUESTION 1

A client needs to be able view a student\\'s career, program, and plan, and be able to see if they were term activated.
Which two components are required for the client to see this information? 

A. ACADEMIC_DEGREE 

B. STDNT_ACTIVATION 

C. STDNT_CAREER 

D. ACAD_PLAN 

E. STDNT_ENRL 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true about how service indicators appear in Self Service for students? 

A. All service indicators appear to students in Self Service. 

B. Service indicators can be set up to appear or not appear in Self Service. 

C. Only service indicators with service impacts (that is, negative service indicators) appear in Self Service. 

D. Only service indicators without impacts (that is, positive service indicators) appear in Self Service. 

E. No service indicators appear in Self Service. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A class at your client s institution requires a student to enroll in a lecture and one laboratory from a selection of two
laboratories. An exception arises in which a particular student should be permitted to enroll in a third laboratory outside
of the initial selection criteria specified by the class. How should you achieve this exception while still ensuring that
some record is kept in the system? 

A. Enroll the student administratively by using Quick Enroll and select the Requirement Designation override. 

B. Enroll the student through the administrative Enrollment screen. 

C. Enroll the student administratively by using Quick Enroll and select the Permission override. 

D. Enroll the student administratively by using Quick Enroll and select the Class Links override. 

E. Enroll the student administratively by using Quick Enroll and select the Requisites override 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Which step must occur after changes are made to an Academic Organization tree? 

A. The Update Security - Academic Organization process dated the day before the change must be run. 

B. The Update Security - Academic Organization process dated the day of the change must be run. 

C. The Academic Organization row-level security must be re-entered for all users. 

D. The User Security Replacement function must be used. 

E. The User Profile Clean Up process must be run. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Your client wants to enable users to add and manage two separate Program/Plan stacks for students in multiple
programs within the same career. How should this be accomplished? 

A. Add a new row on the existing Program/Plan stack with a Program Change action to enter the additional program. 

B. On the Program/Plan stack, use the Add button to create a new career and stack record, incrementing the Student
Career Number to differentiate the two stacks. 

C. On the existing Program/Plan stack, select the Joint ProgAppr check box and enter the second program into the Dual
Academic Program field that appears. 

D. Create a student attribute specifying that the student has a separate stack and enter the student attribute on the
existing Program/Plan stack. 

E. Create a special Program/Plan combination that can be entered on the existing stack for dual program students. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Your client occasionally encounters situations where students re-app/y to re-enter a previous program of study. What is
the best way to manage this process with the delivered functionality? 

A. Give the student a new program/plan row with a re-admit program action. 

B. Create a separate Program and Plan structure for the students in this situation. 

C. Create an Admit Type with the Readmit Processing Required check box selected. 

D. Place the particular students in a Student Group that is marked for re-admissions. 

E. Create an application record as you would for a new student, allowing the system to create a new student record in
this program and plan when the student is admitted. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Your client wishes to separate and secure access to prospects based on the different offices within the Admissions
department. Which field should you use to implement this? 

A. EmplID 

B. Recruiting Center 

C. Admit Term 

D. Recruiter ID 

E. Region 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Your client wants to restrict when different groups can access enrollment functions based on defined time periods. What
is the first step that should be performed to allow the client to group users accordingly? 

A. Create Enrollment Access IDs for each group. 

B. Create Enrollment Groups for each group. 

C. Set Enrollment Overrides for each group. 

D. Run a Mass Change process. 

E. Create an Enrollment Appointment and assign it to users. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Using the enrollment functionality, how can your client enroll a single student in a class with a grading basis of Audit? 

A. By creating a separate class section with a separate Audit grading basis from the course and enrolling the student in
this class 

B. By creating an audit grade entry for use in entering grades on the roster 

C. By assigning a positive service indicator to the student, specifying the class that has been chosen for audit 

D. By enrolling the student using Quick Enroll and overriding the course grading basis to Audit 

E. By creating a student attribute, specifying the class the student has chosen to audit 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

On the Academic Item Registry for a course Academic Item, how can you limit the users that can add courses as items
by Academic Organization? 

A. Create a permission list that is specific to the Academic Item Registry to restrict security. 

B. Create a role that is specific to the Academic Item Registry to restrict security. 

C. Use the Security tab on the Academic Item page for the course item to limit use by certain Academic Organizations. 

D. Create an Academic Organization that is unique to the Academic Item Registry and assign it to appropriate staff
members by using the security under Set Up SACR. 

E. Modify security to the course in the Course Catalog. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

What is the impact of using the menus in Campus Community with the word "Student" appearing after the menu title as
against menus without "Student" (that is Service Indicators Student versus Service Indicators)? 

A. The "Student" menus search only through records of individuals added to the system as students. 

B. The "Student" menus limit the service indicators that can be assigned. 

C. The "Student" menus do not operate any differently than the menus without "Student" after the title. 

D. The "Student" menus limit the programs and plans that can be viewed. 

E. The "Student" menus can be used only by students. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Which statement is true about the Prior Term Copy functionality? 

A. If a course is inactive at the Catalog level, but is included in Prior Term Copy, it will be automatically reactivated. 

B. Prior Term Copy will copy all class data from one term to another with the exception of the meeting pattern. 

C. Prior Term Copy will be used to transfer courses in Undergraduate Career into Graduate Career. 

D. Prior Term Copy can be used only after registration has ended for the "copy from" term. 

E. Prior Term Copy will automatically copy forward and recalculate Instructor Workload data. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Your client needs to be able to view and manage all enrollment changes and updates from a centralized page in
Campus Solutions. Which component will meet this need? 

A. ENRL_REQ1_INQUIRY 

B. SSS_STUDENT_CENTER 

C. TERM_HISTORY 

D. STDNT_ENRL 

E. SCC_SUM_ACAD 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 14

Which statement is true about developing Search/Match parameters? 

A. If the search parameter is less detailed, users receive more search results. 

B. If the search parameter is more detailed, users receive fewer search results. 

C. It does not matter how detailed the search parameters are; the number of search results remain the same, 

D. If the search parameter is more detailed, users receive more search results. 

E. If the search parameter is less detailed, users receive fewer search results. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

What impact does a course corequisite have for a student who is enrolling through Self Service? 

A. The student can add one or both courses at any given time in the enrollment time period. 

B. The student must enroll in the two courses at the same time, or the student will receive an error and not be enrolled
in either class. 

C. Corequisites can be set up either to require the student to enroll in the classes simultaneously or to enroll in them
separately. 

D. Corequisites require students to enroll in the two classes in a specific order that is defined on the Requirement Group
page. 

E. The student will always need an enrollment permission to enroll in corequisites by using Self Service. 
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Correct Answer: D 
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